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Manner and Result: Implications for 

Argument Realization Across Languages 

 
Studies of English have shown that the manner/result verb distinction to be relevant to argument 

realization.  Intuitively, manner verbs specify a manner of carrying out an action (_hit, walk, 

wipe_), while result verbs specify the coming about of a result state (_arrive, break, widen_).  In 

this talk, I address the implications of this distinction for argument realization in a crosslinguistic 

context: (1) Are there expectations about what options members of the result---or manner---verb 

class will show across languages?  (2) If so, are these options modulated in some way by a 

language's morphosyntactic profile?  I argue that the answers to both questions is `yes' through a 

case study of hitting verbs---a class often mentioned together with the much more discussed 

breaking_verbs. 

Among two-argument verbs in English, manner verbs, including hitting verbs, show more 

argument realization options than result verbs, including breaking verbs: result verbs as verbs of 

scalar change are constrained to express their patient argument as their object (Rappaport Hovav 

& Levin 1998, 2005).  I demonstrate that comparable patterns hold beyond English by examining 

hitting verbs.  In English, these verbs allow for alternative realizations of the argument denoting 

the surface contacted: although it is usually expressed as an object (_Smith hit his attacker_), it 

may also be expressed in a PP (_Smith hit at his attacker_).  A survey of other languages reveals 

crosslinguistic variation in the argument realization options of hitting verbs precisely involves the 

surface argument.  Furthermore, there is an abstract behavioral unity underlying the 

crosslinguistic diversity in the realization of the arguments of hitting verbs; I show that this stems 

at least in part from differences in the morphosyntactic resources available to the languages under 

consideration. 

 

Studierende und andere Interessierte sind herzlich willkommen. 


